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Minutes of a meeting held on  
Thursday 7th December - 2017 at 6.00pm in School 
 

Governors Present: Mrs B Davis (Chair), Mrs L Broomhead MBE (Vice-Chair), Mrs T Blackwell 
(Head Teacher), Mrs K Webley, Mrs S Bruce, Mrs C Clayton, Mr J Dean and Mrs J Flower. 
 

Associate Members Present: None 
 

Apologies- None 
 

Minutes taken by JF as no Clerk to Governors appointed yet.   

Minute No Details Action 

Procedural Matters 

 Prayers and Apologies for Absence 
This was conducted by Mrs B Davis and included a prayer for the guidance of 
the school.  
 

 

1/12/17 Terms of Office 
Mrs J Flower’s term of office has expired. She has agreed to stay on as a 
governor and the board agreed they would like her to stay. 
Proposed by TB and seconded by LB. Her term of office is extended to Nov 
2021 

 

2/12/17 (2a) Declarations of interest in any items on this Agenda:  None 
(2b) Any other Urgent Business:  None 

 

3/12/17 
 

(3.A) Minutes of the previous meetings- 
These were circulated prior to the meeting  
21-9-17 - Proposed by Liz Broomhead, Seconded by Katherine Webley 
16-11-17 - Proposed by Barbara Davis, Seconded by Liz Broomhead 

 

3/12/17  (3.B)  Matters Arising:    
21-9-17 minutes – The last point on the minutes raised the issue of selling the 
violins. Claire Kilner has been in and categorised them. According to Mrs Kilner 
2 of the violins belong to Music Partnership and have a serial number on them. 
She recommended TB contact Music Partnership for them to collect. If we 
would like to sell the remaining violins she would be prepared to pay £20 each 
for 4 and £30 for one she currently has on loan. She would like to purchase 4 + 
1 (5) – total £110.00. TB to contact Claire Kilner regarding purchase of Violins. 
It was agreed that the school could sell the others and use the money to 
purchase more reading books for the Accelerated Reading scheme.  
16-11-17 minutes - The date of the Nativity read Friday 8th Dec when it should 
have read Tuesday 12th December.  
Actions 
See Action list attached.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
TB/JF 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4/12/17 Finance 
The Budget written by Dawn Wilson was emailed to governors before the 
meeting in Nov with a request that any queries were emailed before this 
meeting so the answers could be sought. Only two questions were raised. 
1. How many pupils were starting in September 2018/19?  
2. Could parents contribute to the cost of the bus for swimming? 
It is thought we have a possible 3 EYFS for 2018/19. TB felt it was difficult to 
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ask parents for a contribution as some families have 2/3 children attending 
and the bus is financed through the SSPF. 
The Pupil Premium money comes into the budget in three instalments. The 
spending of this money is for the specified child only and is required by the LA 
to be itemised and the use published on the web site. 
The SSPF was reported as being £16,000 + £150 per pupil for 2017/18 in the 
September minutes. According to Dawn we will only get £13,750. When 
questioned about this by TB/JF Dawn stated that she had been given these 
figures by her line manager. We received £3,125 on the 6-7-17 which was for 
Apr 17 to Aug 17. We then received £9,333 on the 9-11-17 for Sep 17 to Mar 
18 – Total £12,458. If we are due to £16,000 this means we should get £6,666 
in Jul 18. Having been in consultation with Dawn she has suggested we contact 
Janice Price to find confirmation of these figures, which we are trying to do.   
The extra staff hours that are budgeted in are, Miss Gailley - one day a week 
till the end of March 2018. Dr T Blackwell’s hours last term were covered by 
the Hartington Charities donation of £3,000 (Letter of thanks sent). Dr Tim 
Blackwell’s contact has been extended to 31st March 2018. This will be covered 
by SSPF funding. LB has spoken to Janice Price with regard to using the SSPF 
funding to pay Dr TB and Janice has supported the use of the SSPF budget in 
this way.  
Unfortunately we will have no further money to support Miss Gailley after 
March 2018. 

 
 
 
 
JF 
 

5/12/17 
 
 

Safeguarding: Ofsted recommendations 
Kathy Wildgoose is attending a full day’s Designated Safeguarding training on 
the 16th January 2018. 
TB is attending a half day refresher Designated Safeguarding training day on 
the 8th February 2018. 
JF, Dr TB and Miss Gailley will also require training and this will be cascaded 
down once TB & KW have had their training via a twilight session. MT has 
received level 3 Safeguarding training through Taddington school. 
Liz Broomhead and John Dean raised the issue of how this mandatory training 
would affect the budget and that we should receive extra support from the 
county regarding the costs. TB explained that due to safeguarding issues 
changing regularly this type of training was necessary to ensure the safety of 
pupils and staff. The authority expect only the lead practitioners from a school 
to attend this type of training as they are expected to cascade the content of 
the training to the remainder of the staff thereby keeping costs to a minimum 
Ofsted also suggested that all volunteers should complete the online 
Safeguarding training. JF is to send out the links.   
An e-mail was received today from Debbie Peacock regarding a Social Media 
Alert this has been forwarded to all parents (Copy on file). 

 
 
 
 
 
TB,  KW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
JF 
 

6/12/17 
 
 
 

Curriculum 
(a) EYFS – The Joint Match Funding application was submitted on the 30-11-
17. Numerous people have been involved with the completion of this 
application (Phil Jepson, John Cooper, Brian Redding, Mark Rushworth, David 
Chapman & Byron Parry). Unfortunately we were not made aware that work 
already completed could not be included in the request, but if the EYFS area 
had not been in place we were informed by the senior link advisor through 
Paul Hunter that we would fail Ofsted due to lack of appropriate provision for 
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the EYFS children including insufficient safeguarding measures in place.  The 
content of the form was discussed (Copy on file). The applications are judged 
against a sliding scale of necessity within schools eg: Safeguarding/Property. 
As part of our application we have applied for two more security gates to 
meet safeguarding requirements. We will hear whether our application has 
been successful or not next year.   
MT is to attend EYFS cluster meetings and is to forge links with Monyash, 
Litton and Elton. She is to attend a network meet for EYFS on the 5th March 
2018. TB is to attend training re EYFS with Sue Ricketts which was identified in 
the SIP.  
Three of the EYFS children are meeting their targets, but one child is not 
accessing the curriculum quite as easily. TB is to contact the Ed Psych for 
advice then talk to parents in the new year.  
(b) Cornerstones: It is recommended that 2 areas are covered each term, this 
has been found to be impossible to achieve. A staff meeting is to be arranged 
to look at what has been covered and what has been missed so these areas 
can be included during the rest of the year. 
Challenging question: Is this due to 3 cohorts being taught in one class? TB 
response – It has more to do with the demands on my time within the school 
day which take me out of class. Also many of the children have learning needs 
so it is taking longer to deliver literacy and numeracy. 
Do you feel it has been a worthwhile requisition? Yes it works well with the 
EYFS children and children in class 2 but is not fully embedded in class 1. 
Accelerated Reader: TB reported that all age groups taking part in the 
Accelerated Reader programme had made progress. The scheme is proving to 
be very successful, especially among the boys. (Elton School and one in 
Bakewell are looking to adopt the scheme). Parents are reporting to school 
that their children want to read so they can complete the quizzes and gain 
target points. Books are correctly pitched and children are able to source their 
own books from the shelves. At the end of each term the children are re-
tested to ascertain they are in receipt of the appropriately levelled books. Miss 
Gailley is constantly talking to the children to determine what type of books 
they like to read and looking on line to find suitable books to fill the gaps in 
the scheme. We are struggling to get a wider range of fiction and non-fiction 
books at the higher levels, which support the children’s preferences. Some of 
the books we have, have not linked into the scheme even though they were 
recommended by Accelerated reader due to being an older version of the 
story. Challenging question - A parent governor asked if parents could buy 
books for their children to read linked to the scheme. TB replied - Yes, as long 
as they are part of the scheme. (Check on Accelerated Reader Web site). Miss 
Gailley has been a fantastic help with monitoring the pupil’s progress and 
cataloguing books. Under her supervision the children are beginning to review 
and recommend books they have previously read.  
(c) Numeracy: Dr TB is still in the process of looking at all the maths schemes 
eg: Abacus, White Rose Hub, Espresso, Cornerstones, National Curriculum etc. 
He is looking at the range and depth of cover from Y1 to Y6 and some EYFS. He 
is to mesh all the schemes together and formulate a scheme that all staff can 
follow. At present TB & KW are having to dip in and out of different schemes 
to make sure they cover all aspects of the curriculum. Dr TB is to produce a 

 
 
 
 
 
 
MT / TB 
 
 
 
TB 
 
 
 
TB 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dr TB 
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curriculum that will allow the summer term, for teaching staff to cover any 
subject the pupils may be struggling on. He is to create long-term planning/ 
medium term planning for teachers to formulate short term planning.  
KW has requested that Dr TB work in class 2, 2 mornings a week (½ session in 
class 1 and ½ in class 2) to support numeracy with year 4/5 pupils. JF is to help 
in class with numeracy and literacy after the New Year. Miss Teeboon is doing 
an outstanding job with the EYFS pupils but it has been agreed that TB would 
be working with them in the new year. TB is to have a meeting with the staff 
regarding their roles and responsibilities.   
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TB 

7/12/17 SIAMS – This has to be on every agenda  
The final SIAMS report has been received and unfortunately we only achieved 
‘Satisfactory’. An issue was raised that the SIAMS SEF had been completed in 
isolation from staff and Governors. (This was completed by TB & KW and took 
7 hrs). Also the subject of the pupil’s behaviour was raised.  
Areas to improve: Embed Christian values which are explored in Collective 
Worship across the life of the school, so that their impact on behaviour and 
attitudes is clear. TB/KW are to formulate an action plan then forward to the 
Diocese for their input. 
Alison Brown has contacted the school and arranged to come in on 19-3-18 
(Not available before then) LB & JD (foundation governors) has requested that 
they be present at the meeting. JD drafted a letter to be sent to the Diocese 
with input from TB but it was decided not to send it as it was felt we wouldn’t 
achieve anything positive and the outcome of the inspection would remain the 
same. JD wanted it recording that we haven’t had any support from the local 
vicar since Sophie Etchells left. It was stated both in the report and by the 
inspector that the lack of Diocese support had not impacted on the schools 
inspection result.  
TB reported that she felt the school was Good but that we can’t change the 
result, Governors agreed with TB that they felt the school was Good. TB 
praised JD and LB for their outstanding support during the inspection and 
when being questioned by the inspector. TB felt that perhaps it had not helped 
the school when the inspector had challenged her regarding the children’s 
behaviour and she had responded quite strongly defending the school and 
behaviour of children in all schools. LB felt that the inspector was 
inappropriate and that the Diocese should be made aware of this. She didn’t 
like how he spoke to people and wanted to voice this but felt it could reflect 
on the school. The inspector is now training to be an Ofsted inspector! 
KW came from a school that achieved Outstanding in their last SIAMS 
inspection but due to the manner and stress caused by the support received 
from the Diocese and the pressure they placed on the staff of the school, 
found it difficult to work with them. Therefore following KW’s 
recommendation and the school’s ethos we will not be seeking formal support 
from the Diocese.  
TB is to come up with 2/3 action points to send out to Governors for their 
input and then formulate a plan. (Not before Christmas) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TB/ KW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TB 

8/12/17 PE & School Sports Premium – See report 
LB presented a report to the Governors.  The actions plan and impact 
statement for 2016/17 is now on the web site. LB attended a Sports Premium 
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Funding Briefing for Head teachers and Governors on the 23rd November at 
Anthony Gell School. The conflict over SSPF (as reported above) is ongoing and 
the funding of Dr TB was also reported. A Premier League Primary Stars kit has 
been received and a press release is to be completed in the new year and put 
on the school web site and local newspapers.  We continue to participate in 
sports competition with Biggin as ‘BiggHarts’. Unfortunately numerous 
festivals have fallen on a Monday evening when HYPAC takes place so we have 
been unable to enter.  
TB & LB have raised concerns regarding the PE coaching provision by DCCT. 
The present coach is young and hasn’t received any support from DCCT. He 
reported that he didn’t know what he was supposed to be delivering when he 
started in September and hasn’t been mentored by Rich Mansfield despite TB 
raising concerns regarding this and assurances been given by Rich Mansfield 
that support would be forthcoming. LB has witnessed the coaches’ delivery on 
occasions as part of governor monitoring and has also voiced her concerns that 
standards have not been met.  ‘Rugger Eds’ Buxton Rugby Club gave the 
children a taster session back in November, which was heartily received and 
they are prepared to deliver CPD lessons but at present we feel we are still tied 
into a contract with DCCT until July 2018. Melanie Flude who delivered level 1 
& 2 Bike-Ability to the whole school is also a PE coach with a dance and gym 
specialism has also expressed an interest in delivering the PE sessions. Tai Chi 
lessons continue to be delivered on Thursday as part of the sport and PSHE 
curriculums. After School sessions will continue in the New Year.  
Due to the increase in funding it is expected that staff will attend training to 
make the delivery of PE sustainable. Rugger Eds would be able to deliver CPD 
on site. TB stated that she hasn’t time to attend PE training off site along with 
all the other meetings she is expected to attend. LB has suggested we arrange 
a meeting with Rich Mansfield of DCCT in the New Year to discuss the PE 
provision. LB has raised concerns that no staff member is attending the 
Derbyshire Quality Assured Trainings. The question was raised about whether 
DCCT would allow Rugger Eds to sub contract.  
On Dec 1st Peace Proscovia from Uganda visited and shared her experiences of 
Christmas in her village and church. The children had prepared questions, 
before her visit, to ask her. They were engaged and showed empathy 
throughout the session as Peace talked about how they celebrate and what 
they eat. This was followed by the second of our Celebration Assemblies where 
Peace present the level 2 bike-ability certificates.    

 
 
 
 
LB/TB 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TB/LB/ 
JF 
 

9-12-17 Correspondence 
A list of all the correspondence since September 2017 was read out to the 
governors. (All letters on file)  
 
LB has drafted a Governor Action Plan linked to the SIP. This is to include 
literacy/ numeracy curriculum, EYFS and SIAMS. 
A request was made that Governors attend some of the Collective Worships. 
As JD is in school listening to readers on a Monday it was agreed that the 
Collective Worship on Mondays would be moved to 10am so he could attend 
and then write a report for the file. TB is to speak to KW with regard to this. 
 
A letter of encouragement has been received from the Bishop of Derby Alistair 

 
 
 
 
LB 
 
 
JD 
 
TB 
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Redfern regarding the SIAMS.  

9/12/17 
(A) 

JD reported to the meeting about the issue of road safety outside the school. 
He has been in contact, through a series of emails, with Isabel Mulligan 
regarding slow signs/speed restrictions etc. The PCC have finally secured a site 
meeting with the highways to discuss the subject further and TB has expressed 
her interest in attending the meeting. A village walk is to be undertaken to 
assess the dangers and the feasibility of children walking to school also the lack 
of white lines. Date to be arranged. TB thanked JD for his support with this 
important matter and taking the lead.  

JD/LB/ 
SB/TB 
 

10/12/17 What have we achieved tonight that will make a difference? 

 A clear vision of how to move forward with regard to SIAMS.  

 An understanding of how the Numeracy and Literacy impacts our 
pupils. 

 We have identified areas for improvement within the PE provision and 
how we will move forward.  

 

 Meetings: 
September - FGB meeting 
November – Health & Safety 
December – Curriculum 
January – FGB 
Meetings are to commence at 6pm in the future.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Meeting closed: 8pm 
 
Next meeting Thursday 11th January 2018, 6pm 
 
 
Signed ………………………………………….                   Date ……………….. 
 
Chair of Governors 


